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Abstract 
Raha, A.B., Abundance of spaces akrn to S,, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 205-210. 
Arhangel’skii and Franklin constructed S,, a countable, zero-dimensional, homo 
tial Hausdorff space with sequential order ol and raised a question about the existence of a 
nonhomeomorphic space having the same properties of S,. in this paper existence of 2’ such 
(nonhomeomorphic) spaces is established. 
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homogeneous, k-spaces, sequential order, T, -space with 
AMS ( MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D50, 54D55, 54G15, 54B99. 
Arhangel’skiT and Franklin [I] introduced an ordinal invariant clr in the category 
of sequential spaces. Call a subse, U of a topological space X sequentially open if 
each sequence converging to a point in U is eventually in U. The space X is called 
sequential if each sequentially open subset of X is open. 
Let X be an arbitrary topological space. For each subset A of X, we shall denote 
by s-cl(A) the set af all limits of sequences in A. Let A” = A, and for each ordinal 
Q! = p + 1, let A” = s-cl(AP). If cy is a limit ordinal, let A” = U (A6 p < cy}. Let 
a(X) stand for the infimum of the ordinals Q! with the property that A” = A ( = the 
closure of A in the topological space X) for all A = X. The following is a folk 
theorem [I, Proposition 1.33. 
eoaem 1. X is sequential iJ”cr( X) exists. 1~ this case, (T(X) s ol, the$rst uncountable 
ordinal. 
For a sequential space X, a(X) is called the sequential o 
A topological space X is a k-sp 
in K for every compact subset 
k-space and a first countable s 
sequential defect. 
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In the pursuit of constructing progressively more pathological topologies, 
Arhangel’skii and Franklin constructed in [l] a countable, zero-dimensional, 
homogeneous sequential Hausdorff space S, that has sequential order wl. In [I] 
the authors wk whether there exist other countable homogeneous, zero-dimensional 
sequenjial HausdorfI spaces that have sequential order ol. 
Recently the attention of the author has been drawn by the article of Greco [3] 
who unearths the above-mentioned question and, no doubt, answers it in the 
affirmative, but surprisingly fails to refer to the beautiful work of Kannan which 
dates back to 1973. Kannan [4, Corollary 2.8, p. 2221 provided “examples of at least 
two spaces that share with S, all the properties listed earlier but are not homeomor- 
phic to S,“. These spaces also have sequential order ml. 
The present article demonstrates the existence of 2’ nonhomeomorphic spaces 
each of which possesses the properties of S,, listed above, including that of sequential 
order wl. 
aces of the type N v (00). A countable T, -space with unique accumulation point 
will be called “A space of the type N u 1~)” where N stands tor the set of natural 
numbers with the discrete topology and (00) is the unique accumulation point. It 
should be noted that countable T,-spaces with unique accumulation point are 
Hausdorff, paracompact and zero-dimensional. It is also not difficult to see that, a 
space X of the type Nu (00) is sequential iff X is a k-space. The last statement 
easily follows from the fact that every countable HausdorfI k-space is sequential 
[ 1, Proposition 1.53. Malyhin’s paper [S] and the Ph.D. Dissertation of Desai [2] 
are rich sources of information about this type of spaces. In order to achieve our 
goal the most important fact about this type of spaces we need is stated as the 
following theorem, due to Desai [2]. 
Theorem 2. There exist 2’ nonhomeomorphic k-spaces of the type N u (00). 
In order to sketch a brief account of Desai’s proof we need to explain some 
notations and conventions that have been used in there. 
Given any nonvoid subset S of PN -N, in the subspace N u S we identify S to a 
point x,. The quotient space N u (xs}, denoted by Ns, is a countable T,-space with 
unique accumulation point, i.e., a space of type N u {a}. Given a bijection h : N + N, 
let h* : PN + @id denote the unique Stone-Tech extension of h, which is a homeo- 
morphism of PN onto itself. We write Ns = l&- if the map i: Ns + NT defined by 
i(n)=n, ndW and i(x,)=xT. 
is a homeomorphism. It may be further mentioned that a typical countable T,-space 
with unique accumulation point N u (00) is of the form Ns. To see this let X = N u (00) 
be such a cpace and i : N + X be the canonical embedding of N. Since X is Tychonoff, 
let i*: PN + /3X denote the unique Stone-Tech extension of i and let S = 
i*-‘((00)) c PN -4%. The resulting N, -  X and S is clearly a closed subset of PN. 
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Both Malyhin [5] and Desai [2] have established that Ns is sequential if and only 
if S is regular closed. 
First we prove an interesting lemma about the space Ns defined above. 
Lemma. Ns is homeomoqhic to NT. iff F = h”(S) for some bijection h : N -D N (here, 
the overbar - denotes closure in PN). 
Proof. If A c N and V is an open subset of PN -N, it is known that 
A u V is open in PN iff Vc A. 
From this fact the following can be easily derived: 
For any subset V of BN -N and any subset A c N, A w V is open in 
NuViff VcA=closureofAinPN. (9 
NOW, suppose Ns and NT are homeomorphic and h : Ns + NT is a homeomorphism. 
Clearly the restriction of h onto N, to be denoted by h again, is a homeomorphism 
of N onto N. 
Let T $ h*(S). Get a q E T which does not belong to h*(S). There exists a clopen 
set, containing q, say A’ (where A c N) with An h*(S) = 0. This implies 
h*-‘(A)=P),i.e.,ScN-h-‘(A)andhenceby(*) (N-h-‘(A))uSisopeninN 
Since h is a homeomorphism of Ns onto NT, (N-A) v T is open in N u T. So 
exists W c PN -N such that T c W, (N - A) v W is open in PN. Since q E T, (N - 
W is an open neighbourhood of q in PN yielding the open neighbourhood ((N - A) u 
W) n A’ of q in PN, which, of course, does not intersect N. A contradiction! Thus 
% h*(S). Due to symmetry h*(S) = z 
Conversely suppose h*(S) = F where h : N + N is a given bijection. Extend h to 
Ns naturally by defining h(x,) = x7. We shall show that the map h, defined from 
Ns to NT, is a homeomorphism. Suppose Au {Q} is open in t&, then Au S is open 
in N u S and therefore S c A by (*). Therefore, h*(S) c h*(A) = h(A) which yields 
F=h*(S)c h(A). Thus h(A) u T is open in Nu T implying h(A) LI {xT} being open 
in NV Similarly, it follows that if A w {x,) is open in NT, then h-‘(A) u {xs} is open 
in Ns. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
We now proceed to prove the theorem just stated. 
If V is any open subset of PN -N, N u V, being open in PN, 
is a locally compact subspace. The quotient space Nv is then a k-space of t 
N u {a}. 
It is well known that PN -N admits a family of c many pairwise disjoint clopen 
sets. By taking unions of subfamilies is family, one obt ns a family 9 of ape 
subsets of PN -N, with card( 9) = 2’. ave the same closures. 
For V W in 9 declare V equivalent o 
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Lemma, V and W are equivalem iff there exists a bijection h : hi+ N such that 
h”( V) = c?i. This equivalence relation partitions 9 into equivalence classes. The 
cardinality of each equivalence class is at most c, as there are only c bijections on 
N. Naturally, there are 2’ equivalence classes. Different equivalence classes will give 
rise to nonhomeomorphic spaces of the type NW (00). Consequently we obtain 2’ 
nonhomeomorphic k-spaces of the type NW (00). 
In [4] Kannan develops a method of embedding any &-space X, with a unique 
accumulation point, into a homogeneous space X* with card(X*) = card(X). 
The following is a list of some of the properties X* enjoys when X is a T,-space 
of the type R4u (a}: 
(i) X* is countable and normal. 
(ii) X* is extremally disconnected iff X is extremally disconnected. 
(iii) X* is sequential ifi X is a k-space. 
The properties (i)-(iii), listed above, can be easily deduced from [43 and appear in 
[2, p. IS]. The following is a new observation about X* the proof of which relies 
heavily on some results from [ 11. 
Theorem 3. If X*, when X is a T, -space of type N u {oo), is sequential, the sequential 
order of X” is oa, i.e., a(X*) = ol. 
Before we proceed to prove Theorem 3 let us introduce a notation and some 
useful facts associated with it. Let oO+ 1 stand for a convergent real sequence with 
its limit point (of course, in the topology of R) or a homeomorph of it in a Hausdoti 
space. Since oO+ 1 is a T,-space with a unique accumulation point one can talk of 
(too + 1 )*, the Kannan construction associated with o. + 1. Following are two interest- 
ing propositions. 
ition 4. Let X be a nondiscrete T2-space. If X is sequential, o,,+ 1 is embedded 
ia X as a clused subspace. 
roof. Let X~E X be a nonisolated point of X. Since X - (x0} is not closed, it is not 
sequentially closed. Naturally there exists at least one convergent sequence in 
X -(x0} which converges to x0. This convergent sequence together with x0 forms 
wO+ 1 which is embedded as a closed subspace of X. 0 
reposition 5. S, is ( oO+ 1)". 
This is proved in [ 1, Section 51 and in [4, Corollary 2.71. Cl 
3. X* is sequential and, hence, X is sequential. Since X is a 
ace with the unique accumulation point 00, it follows from Proposition 
4 that wo+ 1 is embedded in X as a closed subset. From the construction of 
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from X it is easy to see that (oO+ 1)” is a closed subspace of X*. By virtue of 
Proposition 5, S, is embedded as a closed subspace of X*. From the definition of 
sequential order it follows that o( S,) s 0(X*). But U( S,) = wl and a(X*) c ol by 
Theorem 1. Consequently g(X*) = ol. Cl 
Remark. The above proof uses the fact that U( S,) = ai. Without using this result 
a direct proof of Theorem 3 can be obtained by closely imitating the proof of 
“u( S,) = 0,” given in [I]. 
Applying Kannan’s embedding process to the countable k-spaces of the type 
N u {oo}, the following class is formed: 
aO* = {X*: X is a k-space of the type N u {a}}. 
From the properties (i)-(iii), stated earlier, Desai [2, p. 361 concludes that each 
space belonging to class %‘* is countable, zero-dimensional, HausdorE, homogeneous 
and sequential. Because of Theorem 3 each X* is of sequential order ol. An 
examination of the method of construction of X* when X is a space of the type 
N u (00) reveals (a) that all the spaces belonging to the class Z* can be assumed to 
have the same underlying set which is countable by property (i), (b) that for distinct 
topological spaces X1 and X2 each of the type N u (Q)}, XT and XT are also distinct 
topological spaces, though X;(c and XT may be homeomorphic. Since there are 2’ 
nonhomeomorphic k-spaces of the type N u (m}, one must conclude card@‘*) = 2’. 
If XF, Xy are in %*, define Xr equivalent o XT if XF and f are homeomorphic. 
This equivalence relation partitions Z* into equivalence classes. As the common 
underlying set of the spaces in %* is a countable set and since there are c bijections 
on a countable set and distinct opologies homeomorphic to a fixed one are witnessed 
by distinct bijections, each equivalence class is of cardinality SC. Naturally, the 
number of equivalence classes must be 2’. Hence 2” contains 2’ nonhomeomorphic 
spaces each of which possesses the properties of S, mentioned earlier. 
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